Close up
by Amanda Quick
Protecting a crime-scene photographer who has identified elusive
details connecting a string of murders, reclusive investigator Nick
Sundridge uses his own uncanny talents to tie the killer to 1930s
Hollywood society. By the best-selling author of the Arcane Society
series.

The girl with the make-believe husband : a
Bridgertons prequel
by Julia Quinn
With her brother Thomas injured on the battlefront in the Colonies,
orphaned Cecilia Harcourt decides to travel to America to nurse him
back to health, but instead she finds injured officer Edward Rokesby,
who believes her to be his wife.

A duke, the lady, and a baby
by Vanessa Riley
Created by a shrewd countess, The Widows Grace is a secret
society with a mission: to help ill-treated widows regain their status,
their families, and even find true love againor perhaps for the very
first time.

Royal : a novel
by Danielle Steel
Sent into hiding during World War II, headstrong 17-year-old Princess
Charlotte assumes an alias and enjoys the freedoms of a normal life
in Yorkshire before her ill-fated romance with her guardians' son
leads to the orphaning of a royal infant.
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Historical Romance

Someone to romance : a Westcott novel
by Mary Balogh

Devil's daughter : The Ravenels Meet the
Wallflowers

Forced to consider an arranged marriage in spite of her disdain for
the ton, Lady Jessica is brazenly courted by the heir to a mysterious
fortune who declares his intentions to marry her upon their first
encounter.

by Lisa Kleypas

House of shadows

Temptation's darling

by Nicola Cornick
Three women are united across four centuries by the rumor of a
magical pearl placed in an ancient estate, Ashdown House, and the
mystery of Elizabeth Stuart, the Winter Queen, and her alleged affair
with her faithful cavalier Lord Craven.

Falling for a dashing stranger, the daughter of Lord St. Vincent and
Evie Jenner is horrified to discover that he is the bully responsible for
her late husband's boarding-school misery. By a "New York Times"
best-selling author.

by Johanna Lindsey
Pursuing a politically advantageous marriage in in Regency-era
England in spite of her unconventional upbringing, the daughter of a
high-profile exile considers a pompous suitor before an unexpected
proposal comes from a royal insider.

The arrangement : Mischief and the Marquess /
the Duke's Treasure / an Inconvenient Countess

The day of the duchess

by Sylvia Day
Three powerhouse romance writers offer a trio of steamy historical
tales including a aristocratic couple who attempt to prove they are an
ill-suited match and the eldest daughter of an impoverished clan who
is married off to a rogue.

Living in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a wrong he can
never right and a love he lost forever, the Duke of Haven, whose wife
desperately wants to be free of him, offers her a deal—she must find
him a new wife by the end of summer and he will let her go. By a New
York Times best-selling author.

Bringing down the duke

Secrets of my heart

by Evie Dunmore

by Tracie Peterson

Recruiting men of influence to champion the rising women's suffrage
movement of 1879 England, a daring Oxford rebel targets a cold and
calculating duke before their unexpected romance threatens to
upend the British social order. Original.

Reuniting with childhood friend and lawyer Seth Carpenter, recently
widowed Nancy Pritchard reevaluates her loveless marriage for clues
about her husband’s dark secrets before her quest for answers is
complicated by her growing attraction to Seth.

A castaway in Cornwall

The love note

by Julie Klassen

by Joanna Davidson Politano

Laura Callaway daily walks the windswept Cornwall coast, known for
many shipwrecks but few survivors. And when a man with curious
wounds and an odd accent is washed ashore, she cares for him while
the mystery surrounding him grows. Can their budding attraction
survive, and can he be returned to his rightful home when danger
pursues them from every side?

During the summer of 1859, a nurse discovers an unopened love
letter hidden in an old writing desk and tries to find the author of the
letter and follow the clues to deliver the letter to its long-intended
recipient.

by Sarah MacLean

